First company air handler wiring diagram

Wiring Diagram. Collection of first company air handler wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified standard photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the components of
the circuit as streamlined forms, and also the power as well as signal links in between the tools.
A wiring diagram typically gives information concerning the loved one position and
arrangement of gadgets as well as terminals on the devices, in order to help in building or
servicing the tool. A pictorial representation would certainly reveal more information of the
physical look, whereas a wiring diagram uses an extra symbolic symbols to emphasize
affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is commonly utilized to fix troubles as well as
to make sure that all the links have been made and that everything exists. Variety of first
company air handler wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a simple graph of the physical
connections as well as physical layout of an electric system or circuit. It demonstrates how the
electrical cords are adjoined as well as could likewise reveal where components and
components might be connected to the system. Use circuitry layouts to aid in structure or
producing the circuit or digital gadget. They are additionally helpful for making repair work. DIY
fanatics make use of electrical wiring representations however they are also typical in house
structure and also auto repair work. For instance, a house building contractor will intend to
validate the physical area of electric outlets as well as lights making use of a wiring diagram to
stay clear of expensive blunders as well as constructing code infractions. A schematic shows
the strategy and also feature for an electric circuit, however is not worried about the physical
layout of the wires. Electrical wiring layouts show how the wires are connected as well as where
they must found in the real gadget, in addition to the physical links between all the elements.
Unlike a pictorial representation, a wiring diagram makes use of abstract or streamlined forms
as well as lines to show parts. Pictorial layouts are usually images with labels or highly-detailed
illustrations of the physical parts. If a line touching an additional line has a black dot, it
suggests the lines are attached. The majority of signs made use of on a wiring diagram appear
like abstract variations of the genuine items they represent. A switch will certainly be a break in
the line with a line at an angle to the wire, much like a light button you can turn on and also off.
A resistor will certainly be represented with a series of squiggles signifying the limitation of
present circulation. An antenna is a straight line with three little lines branching off at its end,
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standard What you guys don't use grey to call for cool? W is now yellow, Y is now grey, C is
brown, G is now blue. Jane get me off this crazy thing! And since we are a Rheem dealer I use
reducers to turn the revesing valve around the way it should be so I don't get confused the next
time out Should I replace one on a non Rheem ruud system. First Co. Deltashmelta liked this
post. Isn't that all going to a high voltage t-Stat? I would hope they wouldn't use low voltage
wiring convention is it is Originally Posted by Hrdworkingacguy. That reminds me I came across
a old Some of you remember the older ones with the terminals that were marked and colored
coded. There is only one truly right way to do something, but there are thousands of wrong
ways to varying degrees to do it. So the question is: If you don't do it right, then how wrong is it
going to be??? I was looking at the water temp sensor that disables the system when the water

is warm and remembering the fiasco I had at an apartment complex that wanted to replace all of
the tstats with programmable on units. The schematic was basically the same but v control
voltage In the case of that being clearly 24v the wire colors are stupid. But I do wonder how
much they actually change from the v version. Cheaper to just change relays and drop the xmfr.
That's the company's protored colours It's not hard to cut another set of 24v wire to label and
get the colors you need. I'm glad I deal with mainly mission critical and government, it's part of
the SoW. Cause it is severely important to know what wires controlling what. I couldn't imagine
having to go through all the control wires just to figure out why my unit wasn't calling or
running.. Customers don't like you standing around chasing tails. SoW is very important. And
also it's best practice. This is how people get hurt. Which in time will be turned into code. I bet if
all commercial electric companies just decided to use whatever color tape for whatever voltage..
Used to be some companies did use white. Had to actually think to do the job. How about
finding that one set of stat wires was nutted to another set of stat wires up in the attic using a
different color set of wires That was a head scratcher until we figured out what was done and
ended up pulling a new set of wires. I work on so much different stuff, I never expect anything to
the same. Originally Posted by Deltashmelta. You wire nut at the black dots to loose wires out of
electric panel. So from thermostat to those wires you have Stat to air handler Blue to brown
Yellow to grey White to yellow Green to blue And finally one that makes sense Red to red.
Originally Posted by CircusEnvy. Originally Posted by dandyme. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to
page:. Please read this Valves, Regulators, Filters, Etc. All times are GMT The time now is PM.
All rights reserved. First pany air handler wiring diagram wiring diagram database. Typical
wiring diagrams 43 air handling units 43 r a models. First company air handler wiring diagram.
The instructions say to. When i look at the wiring diagram inside the air handler it appears that
the fan motor is fed by a white nl2 and a black hi and a blue lo. Relay allowing direct wiring from
the boiler to the air handler. Fuses quality into every part every product every day. Nc 2 pipe.
Configured split air handler model number nomenclature inlc icoo ib 61alaai2 ai product. That
graphic first company air handler wiring diagram boulderrail regarding first company. I dont
work on them to often but when i do its like a rats nest inside those things. Hbxb hw series
blower data upflow horizontal only downflow only unit model motor hp amps v min. From the
thousands of photos on the net regarding first company wiring diagram we picks the best
choices using greatest quality just for you and this photographs is one of pictures selections
inside our finest graphics gallery in relation to first company wiring diagrami really hope you
can like it. First cos customer is ultimately responsible for confirming which fan coil models. Air
handler my computer skills are apparently lacking as well for some reason i cant upload the
pictures. I was trying to find the wiring diagram online for it but it has to leads coming off of it.
Does anyone have a wiring diagram for the air handler their is some white wires in the air
handler one with a purple strip and one with a black strip we need help. First co air handler
wiring diagram model 30mbxb3hw. From initial design to shipped product first co. Hea hb
wiring on first co. Posted by anonymous on jun 21 Im hoping someone has a diagram or
actually kept the instructions for it. Air handler with heat pump t stat wiring help. The orange
wire is hook up and the unit is still staying in the heat mood. Need wiring help for first co air
handlers. Hei coil diagram wiring diagram trane air handler wiring diagram first pany air handler
wiring diagram dimension. Looking for a schemadics for first co. First Co Wiring Standard.
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Site? JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other
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handler issues. Thread starter kena Start date Oct 13, Anyone install these things? I get the air
conditioning to work no problem. And I get the heat to work no problem. It's not I tried a
different zone board and I get the same thing. I have tried allot of combinations of wiring for the
heat side of things. The install instructions are simple Works fine. I even tried a jumper between
R and RC For Heat, I hook white from ah to white from therm. The two wire to the zone board is
using white, and I was using red So the fan never shuts off. So I pulled it off the red wire from
the AH. So it's just red from the therm to one wire, and the other wire to the AH white and the
therm white. I have tried several combinations, but nothing will tell the zone boards the

thermostat is no longer calling. I'm lost I heard First Company have some odd things you have
to deal with Ballvalve79 It's only fire what could go wrong. I actually have one here at my house
Cool only hooked up never needed the hot water coil yet. My stat is wired cool y. Rh and w from
thermostat to zone board, this should turn on water flow to the hydronic coil, and fire the boiler
with xx. Hydronic air handler should have a snap disc or aqua stat to bring on the fan r to g
when coil gets warm. Somebody drove a nail through the stat wire and shorted R to W? Or a
drywall screw and blame the Mexican crew. I would completely agree Trust me though Our
electricians wired them up initially, and on the third floor shorted the ac thermostat wire to the
cellar and out to the unit. They had to cut holes in walls all the way down to replace it. They
used electrical staples and slammed all of the thermostat wires. I have a hard time believing
they could have shorted R and W on all 3. It does Just can't get to the bottom of it. Is the
hydronic coil aquastat backfeeding to close TT RW on the zone panel? Just a wild guess. To
check this, unplug the aquastat during runaway mode. Ballvalve79 said:. It looks to me like the
ahu has the ability to turn the pump on and off as well as the zone valve. If this ahu has the
ability, why use a zone panel? Two of the ahu have two thermostats. One on the 2nd floor, and
one on the third floor each. One wire goes down to the zone board in the cellar. There's an ahu
in the cellar that runs the first floor. Here's what I found yesterday. I traced the cellar ahu wire to
the zone board. The brilliant electricians we have used Romex staples to hold the thermostat
wires and hammered them as hard as they could. I ran a wire from the ahu to the zone board to
bypass that shitty wire, and voila, it worked fine. I think they destroyed the two wire for heat
from the third flloor down as well. They won't release the zone calling from those floors. I may
be screwed This house is having an open house today. After the open house Then it will have to
be fixed and repainted. Our electricians are geniuses. I do all my own wiring on any job I do,
including the high voltage. If I don't, we lose money, and they screw it up anyway. So I wire all
our boilers, ac, and furnaces from the box to the units. On the third floor they installed two air
handlers. They added two zone dampers. One for the third floor, and one for half the second
floor, and the other ahu for the ot
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her half of the 2nd and 3rd floor. They also put thermostats on the second floor on each side
that run to the ahu's on the 3rd floor. So I have a Honeywell zone duct board to handle the two
zone ducts on each ahu. Then there's one two wire that goes to the cellar from both of the
ahu's. I was only tasked to install 3 condensers and the thermostats. The linesets were already
installed and capped off outside. I installed everything and went to do a startup. Nothing
worked. I checked the 3 ahu's and not one of them was wired right. I rewired everything and I
got everything to work. The only issue was the zone board just wouldn't stop calling in heating
mode when the thermostat was turned off. By changing the 2 wire in the cellar which has a ahu
that has no zones I am going to try putting a 7. Sometimes digital thermostats bleed voltage and
continue to call even after turning off, which most of you already know. Only power stealing
thermostats do. You must log in or register to reply here.

